
THE HOUSE EVERYONE DREAMS TO HAVE 

SIMPLE BUT BETTER

MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER WITH THE AUTOMATED HOUSE

POWERED BY SOLAR

6 ROOMS  

$1000 000 

CALL 1272 / thehappylifehomes@gmail.com for more information

THE HAPPY LIFE HOME

 BUY NOW

SAVE 45%

616 Reserve St. Deep River, Ontario K0J 1P0



The smart bed, 100% guaranteed you

will never want to leave this bed. 

Automatic vacuum cleaner

Smart curtains, custom your own.

3 in 1 Laundrimate machine

ALL INCLUSIVE!



Magic Sofa Invisibile Pool

We also have an app that connects your home

to your phone. With just one click you can do

anything you want in your house. 

THE SMART HOME

SYSTEM 



INFORMATION
The happy life home, automated house powered by solar only at $1000 000

provided with  everything you need. This house is invented with the smart

home technology system. You can control and change your house just with

your phone. There are altogether 6 items provided within the house. 

 

First of all, we proudly present the smart bed. The bed that we guaranteed to

you that you'll never want to leave your bed ever again. The smart bed is

designed for comfort and sleep, with 80-inch touch screen monitors

provided with the blue light blocking screen protector. To protect from eye

strain and eye damages. On top of the bed, there is an LED light automatic

system that can adjust the light level from your night habits, and while you're

reading your book at night. You can also adjust your bed and the level of your

bed as you wish. Have we mentioned to you that you can load your personal

preferences for this bed, for example, your alarms, your work, and media

preferences. 

 

The motorized curtains, don't need to wake up early every morning to close

the curtains. With this curtain, you can do all of that with your phone.

Furthermore, you can customize your curtains, change the colors, change the

styles so that you won't get bored anymore. Are you tired of that feeling

when you have to wake up early every morning because of the sunlight? Well,

problem solved you can set the time to let your curtains close or open any

time you want.

 

No more doing the laundry, our latest machine that we have created, the

"Laundrimate". The 3 in 1 machine, it washes and drys your laundry.

Additionally, it also folds your laundry, don't need to waste your time and do

each thing in different machines. The Laundrimate takes only half an hour to

do all your laundry. 

 

 
 

 



The robot butler does your housework all for you. The automatic vacuum

cleaner that cleans the house without you having to take it out. Small but

intelligent, this robot has the dirty detected technology sensors the dirtier

areas in your house and clean them more thoroughly. You can connect your

robot to your phone, and the smart mapping can notify you where your robot

is and which rooms have been cleaned. When the battery is getting low it

returns to its charging place automatically.

 

Magic Sofa! We all have dreamed about teleportation. Simple but

extraordinary, this sofa can teleport you to anywhere you want, just type in

where you want to go and one click on the button and it takes you to that

place. No more need to worry about time, in rush hours you can just sit on

this sofa and it will take you there in just one second. 

 

Invisible pool, the hidden pool that is environmentally friendly. Go Green!

Hidden pools need a much lower amount of chemicals needed to maintain

them whereas traditional swimming pools require large amounts of

chemicals to keep the pH balance accurate. Plus, it saves space you have

much more usable spaces compared to traditional swimming pools even

with the pool cover you can't walk across the pool. One of the major

problems with the swimming pool is they take up a lot of space now with

this invisible pool, you can save space when your pool is not in use. 

 

There are many more machines provided with the happy life home, we also

have created an app within it and you can adjust many other things using

the app. You can adjust the temperature in the house, you can adjust the

lights. Everything in the house is connected to your phone. Buy this house,

and you won't have to worry about taking care of your house anymore.

Control anything just one click. We designed this house to save your time

and make your life so much easier. 

 
 

 

(Noon) Khemikar Sriwichian


